
J.R.WHITLOCK,
13 CUMBERLAND CLOSE,
BARKINGSIDE,
ILFORD,
ESSEX,IG6 2PA
ENGLAND.

19 JANUARY 1998

Dear Peter,

Many thanks for your letter of January 2 and your answers to
my list of questions.! am hoping that you will find the following
of interest.

But first what a shock about Jim.!t brought back memories of
my Fathers death in 1992.He too suffered a massive heart attack in
the morning.!t is a real blow and I know how Jim's family must be
feeling and my sympathy goes out to them.

I will if I may go through your answers in the same order as
before;

1) If there is a copy of the 1687 document among Jim's papers it
makes one wonder why he never passed it on to you.

2) I may write to the North Devon record office but I don't
really know what to ask for.

4) If neither Richard or Thomas are mentioned in the 1687
document I cannot really understand how Jim linked them to it,but
more on that later.



5) Where would Jim have got this date from I wonder?

6) Perhaps Richard didnt have a wife. You will see what I
mean later.

7) See the end of this letter.

10) The Devon protestation oath is actually fairly complete and
if anybody refused to sign then their names were written at the
bottom saying just that.In theory all males over 18 should be found
in it.

11) I have been reading alot about the 16th and 17th centuries
lately and in fact people did get married later in life at that time.

12) I firmly believe that the document of 1687 is about the
people mentioned in it and only them.If Richard Whitlock had been
living on this land or farming it in his own right or as an
undertenant of Christopher Heaman then he would have been
mentioned in it as such. This was, don't forget a legal document of
title and if somebody was living on the land he,or his family, would
have to have been mentioned within it.

The theory does not explain the second document of a
year later,a copy of which we do have and which appears to have
been very similar to the first one.

Now this is where my theories come in regarding
question 7 etc.Now shoot me down in flames if you don't agree
with me but I feel that the following fits the facts that we do have
and offers an explanation for the two documents.So here goes;

FACT There is no burial record for Rose Heaman in either

Frithelstock or Langtree.Now this fact is crucial to the following



assumptions.! must state here and now that I totally agree with
Jim's statement that Rose was the widow of Thomas Whitlock who

died at Langtree in 1643.This also is crucial to the following.

FACT Mary Whitlock,nee Heaman was the step-daughter of
Rose.Mary's husband, Thomas would have been the step son in law
of Rose.

ASSUMPTION Thomas Whitlock who married Mary Heaman
was the son of Thomas and Rose.

ASSUMPTION Rose Heaman was buried at Langtree with her
first husband Thomas Whitlock. This is a fairly comon practice in
North Devon even today - I cannot speak for the rest of the country
- so let us suppose that a clerical error was made by the parish
clerk when completing his registers. The general practice was that
he would keep a 'rough day book' and fill in his 'fair register' at a
later date.In some smaller parishes this could be upto a year later.
Clerical errors were fairly commonplace in those days.So what if
he wrote in his day book 'Rose,wife of Thomas Whitlock' and then
when filling in the register he put the following entry;

11 February 1687 Rose Whitlocke

Do you see what I am getting at.The date fits with the 1687
document as good as the Richard Whitlock date and Rose is
mentioned in the document.

FACT Christopher Heaman was buried at Frithelstock on 18
August 1688 and the document of 10 February 1688 (the same year
don't forget) clearly states 'Land LATE in the tenure of Christopher
Heaman by right of his wife Rose'.



ASSUMPTION Christopher Heaman was buried at Frithelstock
with his fIrst wife ,Katherin Crocker.

The above assumption that Rose had died before the 1687
document and the fact that Christopher died before the 1688
document could explain why there were two documents that appear
to be very very similar being drawn up a year apart.

Let us look at the children of Thomas and Mary in the light of the
above assumptions regarding their naming;

Thomas 1674 named after his father and his grandfather?
Rose 1675 named after her grandmother?
Catheren 1677 named her maternal grandmother
Christopher 1680 named after his maternal grandfather
Richard 1681 named after his fathers brother?

John 1689 named after his mothers brother (John,1646)

Now I should like re-cap briefly on my conclusions;

1) Rose Heaman was the widow of Thomas Whitlock,died 1643.
2) Thomas Whitlock who married Mary Heaman was the son of
Thomas and Rose.

3) Rose Whitlocke buried at Langtree 11 February 1687 was in
fact Rose Heaman.

4)Rose was buried with the first husband which is why she was
buried at Langtree,her home parish,rather than at Frithelstock.
5) Christopher Heaman was buried at Frithelstock with his first
wife,Katherin Crocker.
6) The two documents being similar but dated a year apart can
be explained by the deaths of Christopher and Rose.



7) The land mentioned in them is something to do with the
earlier Thomas Whitlock who,ifhe is the Frithelstock one,was left
fairly well off.

Anyway that for the moment is my conclusions and I look forward
to hearing your reaction to them.

With best regards to the family,

sincerely


